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ON SINGULAR //-CLOSED EXTENSIONS

KAVITA SRIVASTAVA

(Communicated by Richard Tall)

Abstract. Introducing the notion of singular //-closed extensions of a locally

//-closed space, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a semiregular

//-closed extension to be singular.

1. Introduction

By a space we mean a Hausdorff space, and a map will mean a continuous

map. Letters X and Y are used for spaces.

The concept of singular set of a mapping introduced by Cain [2] to study the

relationship of compact mappings with other mappings is found useful in the

study of compactifications of a locally compact space [5, 7, 8, 10]. This concept

which arose earlier in [ 16] led to the notion of singular compactifications. These

have been further studied in [3-5, 9, 17]. In fact, the simple observation by

Cain, Chandler, and Faulkner [5] that for a map / from a locally compact

space X to a locally compact space Y, the remainder induced by / (see [6])

and the singular set of / are the same has led to a fruitful combination of the

independent studies of both these concepts.

As is remarked in the treatise by Porter and Woods [15], that in many ways

compact spaces are to Tychonoff spaces as //-closed spaces are to Hausdorff

spaces, it is desirable to undertake the above-mentioned study in the context of

//-closed extensions. In this spirit we introduce the concept of //-singular sets
in §2 and use this to construct //-closed extensions of locally //-closed spaces

in §3. Also, the notion of singular //-closed extensions is introduced in this

section. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a semiregular H-

closed extension of a locally //-closed space to be a singular //-closed extension

in §4.
A space is said to be H-closed if it is closed in every Hausdorff space in which

it can be embedded as a subspace, and a locally H-closed (LHC) space is a space

in which each point has an //-closed neighborhood. An H-closed extension of

a space X is an //-closed space Y in which X is densely embedded; Y - X

is called the remainder of X in Y. An open cover % of a space X is said to
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be a p-cover if there is a finite subfamily of ^ whose union is dense in X. A

map / from a space X to a space Y is said to be p-map if for each p-cover

2C of r, /-'(20 = {/■-'(I/) I C/ 6 ^} is a p-cover of X. A space is called
semiregular if the family of regular open sets of the space forms a base for its

topology. An extensive account of //-closed spaces and //-closed extensions

can be found in [13-15]. Also, we refer to [1, 11] for other related studies.

For A c X, the closure of A in X will be denoted by CI* A or simply
by CI A if it is clear from the context. The family of //-closed sets of X is

denoted by %?x ■
The real number system is denoted by R and the closed interval [0, 1] by

/. The symbols Q and N denote the sets of rational numbers and natural

numbers respectively. Unless stated otherwise, R carries the usual topology

and I, Q, and N are treated as its subspaces.

Let t be the topology on X and A c X be such that A £ x. Then X
equipped with the topology generated by rUti, where xx = {0, A, X} is

called the simple extension of X by A [18].

2.   //-SINGULAR SETS

2.1. Definition. Let / be a map from X to Y. Then the H-singular set

Sh(f) of / is the set {y £ Y\ for every open set U of Y containing y,f~x(U)
is not contained in an //-closed set of X} .

Note that

Sh(f) = {y£ ^ I f°r every open set U of Y containing y,

C\f~x(U) is not contained in an //-closed set of X}

- {y £ Y | for every open set U of Y containing y,

C\f~l(U) is not//-closed}.

2.2. Proposition. For a map f from X to Y,

sh(f)= n af(x-H).
He*x

Proof. The proof is straightforward.

2.3. Proposition. Let f be a map from a space X to the real line R. If f

has the extension Hf to the H-closed extension HX of X and if HX - X is

H-closed, then Hf(HX -X) = Sh(f).

Proof. Noting that, for H £ ^x, HX - X c C\HX(X - H) and hence

Hf(HX -X)c Hf(C\Hx(X - //)) C C\Hf(X - H) = C\f(X - H), we obtain
Hf(HX - X) c Sh(f) in view of Proposition 2.2. Since Hf(HX - X) is
closed, to complete the proof it suffices to show that Hf(HX - X) is dense in

Sh(f). If otherwise, then there exists a p £ Sf,(f) and an open set U in R

containing p such that CWn Hf(HX - X) = 0, so that

(Hf)~ '(CI U) C (Hf)~x(R - Hf(HX -X))cX,

which gives that axf~l(U) = ClHX(Hf)-x(U) is //-closed in X . This con-

tradicts that p £ Sh(f).
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3. Singular //-closed extensions

Let / be a p-map from an LHC space X to an //-closed space Y such
that f(X) is dense in Y. Topologize the disjoint union X U Y of X and

Y as follows: Each open set of X is open in X U Y and, for y in Y, the

family {U U (f~x(U) - H)\U is open in Y, y £ U and H £ &x} forms
a neighborhood base. With this topology X I) Y is an //-closed space. That

it is a Hausdorff space can be verified by using local //-closedness of X. To

prove that X U Y is //-closed, let # = {Va \ a £ srf , srf is an index set} be

an open cover of X U Y by basic open sets. Then there exists a subset 38

of s/ such that, for b in 38 , Vb = Ub U (f'\Ub) - Hb), where Ub is open

in Y, Hb £ %fx , and {Ub \ b £ 38} is a p-cover of Y. Thus {/-'(Ub) \ b £
38} is a p-cover of X. Therefore, there exists a finite set ^ of 38 such

that \}c&Q\xf-x(Uc) = X. Since \JceW(Clx f~x(Uc) - Hc) is contained in

(jc€WClx(f-x(Uc)-Hc), \Jc^ClXuY(f-l(Uc)-Hc) contains X-[}C&HC.

As Qcef Hc is //-closed in Xl)Y, there exists a finite set ^ contained in j/

such that Ucgr He C U</€a Clxur ^ • Further, the p-cover {t/6 | b £ 38} of Y
provides a finite set £? in ^ such that T c Ue-er Cl^ur ^ • Now, it follows

that the union of members of # corresponding to the finite set W U 3 U % of

j/ is dense in X U Y.

Noting that C\XuY X = X U Sh(f), we find that IU^(/) is an //-closed
extension of X, and thus we have established the following theorem.

3.1. Theorem. /// is a p-map from a locally H-closed space X to an H-closed

space Y such that f(X) is dense in Y, then X has an H-closed extension with

Sh(f) as the remainder.

3.2. Remark. Let / be a map from a locally compact space X to a compact
space Y such that f(X) is dense in Y. Then the singular set S(f) of /

is the set {y £ Y\ for every open set U of Y containing y, Cl/-1(c7) is

not compact}. In this case Sb(f) = S(f) and Xl)Sh(f) coincides with the

singular compactification XL)S(f) of X. It may be noted that, since Y is

compact, the map / is a p-map.
The following example shows that if / is not a p-map, then the method

described may not give an //-closed extension.

3.3. Example. Denote by /^ the closed interval [0, 1] of JR with the discrete

topology, and let Iq be the simple extension of / by / n Q. Then Iq is

an //-closed space. Consider the identity map / from /</ to Iq . It is clear

that Sb(f) = Iq and / is not a p-map. The space Ij U Iq fails to be //-

closed because the open cover {(l/(n + 1), l/n) U f~x(\/(n + 1), \/n)\n £

N} U {(/ n Q) U /"'(/ n Q)} is not a p-cover.

3.4. Proposition. Let f be a p-map from a locally H-closed space X to an

H-closed space Y such that Sb(f) = Y. Then X has an H-closed extension

with Y as the remainder.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.

3.5. Definition. The //-closed extension Xl)Sn(f) of a locally //-closed space

X, where / is a p-map from X to an //-closed space Y such that Sb(f) = Y,

is called a singular H-closed extension of X.

We give below some examples of singular H closed extensions.
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3.6. Example. The constant map from a non- //-closed LHC space X to the

one-point space provides a singular //-closed extension of X with remainder as

the one-point space. Obviously for an LHC space, a singular //-closed extension

with one-point space as the remainder is unique.

3.7. Example. Consider a map / from N to Iq which is injective and sat-

isfies f(N) = I r\Q. The map / is a p-map with Sb(f) = lQ. This provides
a singular //-closed extension of N with Iq as the remainder.

3.8. Example. Let D be the discrete space of cardinality c and Iq> be the

simple extension of / by / D (R - Q). Define / from D to Iq which is

injective and satisfies f(D) = I n (R - Q). The map / is a p-map with

Sh(f) = Iq' • This gives a singular //-closed extension of D with Iqi as the

remainder.

4. Singular //-closed extensions and retracts

Guglielmi [12] obtained that a compactification aX of a locally compact

space X is singular iff aX - X is a retract of aX. An analogue of this result

may be expected in the case of a singular //-closed extension of an LHC space.

In this section we obtain that this is true under the condition when the extension

is semiregular. We provide an example to show the need for this condition.

4.1. Theorem. A semiregular H-closed extension HX of a locally H-closed

space X is singular iff HX - X is a retract of HX.

Proof. If HX is a singular //-closed extension with respect to a map /: X —>

HX-X, then the map r: HX ^ HX-X defined by r(x) = x, if x £ HX-X
and r(x) = f(x), if x £ X, is a retraction. Conversely, suppose that r: HX —►

HX - X is a retraction and / is the restriction of r to X. Because the

inclusion of X into HX and r are p-maps, / is also a p-map. To show that

Sh(f) = HX-X, let, for p e HX-X, U be an open set of HX-X containing
p . Since X is dense in HX and r~l(U) is an open neighbourhood of p , p

is necessarily in C\Hx(X n r~x(U)) = C\Hx(f~l(U)). But p is not in X and

therefore not in Clx(f~x(U)), implying that Clx(f-x(U)) ? ClHX(f-x(U)),
and thus Clxf~x(U) is not //-closed. Therefore p £Sf,(f). Since for an open

set U of HX-X and H £^x, h~x(UU(f-x(U)-H)) = r'x(U)-H, where
h: HX —► X U Sb (f) is the identity map, h is continuous. Further, since HX

is semiregular, h is closed as well. Hence HX is a singular //-closed extension

of X.

The following example shows that an //-closed extension HX of an LHC

space X which is not semiregular is not necessarily a singular //-closed exten-

sion even if HX - X is a retract of HX.

4.2. Example. Consider the subspace

of the Euclidean plane R2. Let Y = X I) {p}, where p is not in X. Equip
Y with a topology such that U c Y is open provided that U n X is open

in X and if p e C7, then there exists a k £ N such that {(£, ^j)|« > &
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and m £ N} c U. Then Y is an //-closed extension of X which is not

semiregular [15, 7.3(d)]. Obviously, Y - X = {p} is a retract of Y . In view

of Remark 3.2, the singular //-closed extension of X with remainder as the

one-point space is one-point compactification of X. Since Y and the one-

point compactification of X are not homeomorphic [15, 7.3(d)], Y is not a

singular //-closed extension of X.

4.3. Remark. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is clear that if HX is a

singular //-closed extension of an LHC space X, then HX - X is a retract

of HX. However, a singular //-closed extension need not be semiregular:

The fact that a space which is not semiregular cannot have a semiregular H-

closed extension provides examples. Specifically, the one-point singular H-

closed extension of the simple extension Rq of R by Q is not semiregular.
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